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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a new image watermarking algorithm based on modified spread 

spectrum methods to improve data payload and the associated system architecture for semi-
fingerprinting. The proposed watermarking method makes to increase data payload using the 
random number shift (RNS). A mount of embedding data is 60bits of real data and 20bits of 
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to improve the accuracy. For semi-fingerprinting, we applied 
data structure of Contents IDentity Forum (cIDf) made in Japan. The result from various 
simulations shows that the proposed method is robust to not only compression, geometric 
attacks, but also average and mosaic attacks. For proving robustness to attacks this paper shows 
experimental result in detail. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, wired and wireless contents providers try to solve various problems caused by 

illegal contents user. Software and hardware can be protected from illegal copying by using 
serial number and hard-lock device, but in case of digital contents it is impossible. The 
encryption and watermark are techniques to protect contents from illegal copying. The 
encryption is very trustable technique, but once the secret key is compromised, then the 
confidentiality of contents is no longer safe. The watermark is not instable technique that do not 
exist standardization but many people take an interest in it because it is very useful technique 
for various applications[1][2]. 

Applications of the watermark is following[3]:  
- Broadcast monitoring 
- Owner identification  
- Proof of ownership 
- Authentication 
- Transactional watermarks (Fingerprint) 
- Copy control 
- Covert communication 
Requirements of watermark are following[3]: 
- robustness 

: lossy compression, A/D & D/A, geometric transform, Stirmark 
- Tamper resistance 

 Active attacks:  
 Passive attacks:  
 Collusion attacks:  
 Forgery attacks:  

- Fidelity 
: to be imperceptible at the time that the media is viewed 
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- Computational cost 
: A minimization embedding and extracting time 

- False positive rate 
: A minimization of detection rate of a watermark in a piece of media that does not 
actually contain that watermark. 

Though the fingerprint is a part of application of the watermark, generally requirements of the 
fingerprint are stricter than watermark. The watermark can protect a copyright using only one 
bit information of private key and is embedded same information on an image. Thus the 
watermark is robust to average and mosaic attack (collusion attacks)[4][5]. The fingerprint must 
embed various information about authors, buyers, distributors, and so on. The fingerprint has 
weak points for collusion attacks because of embedding various information on an image. 
Therefore, requirements of the fingerprint is following[5]: 

- High credibility 
: The fingerprint should be readily detectable in proving legal ownership, and the 
probability of coincidence should be low. 

- Low overhead 
: Once the demand for fingerprinted solutions exceeds the number of available good 
solutions, the solution quality will necessarily degrade. 

- Resilience 
: The fingerprint should be difficult or impossible to remove without complete knowledge 
of the software or design. 

- Transparency 
: The addition of fingerprints to software and designs should be completely transparent, 
so that fingerprint can be used with existing design tools. 

- Part Protection 
: Ideally, a good fingerprint should be distributed all over the software or design in order 
to identify the buyer from any part of it. 

- Collusion-secure 
: These fingerprints should be embedded in such a way that it is not only difficult to 
remove them, but also difficult to forge a new fingerprint from existing ones. 

- Runtime 
: The runtime for embedding the fingerprint should be much less than the runtime for 
solving the problem form scratch. 

- Preserving watermarks 
: Fingerprint should not diminish the strength of the author’s watermark. 

 
2. Watermarking and Fingerprinting 

In this section we briefly review basic concepts of watermarking and fingerprinting 
algorithms. 

 
2.1 Watermarking 

Watermarking methods are method of embedding on spatial and frequency domain. 
Geometric transform and lossy compression is representative attacking method. The robustness 
to lossy compression, i.e. Jpeg, is basic requirement for watermark, but geometric transform is 
not. Many researchers have tried to make robust watermark for geometric transform. Main 
methods of them are method of making geometric-invariant watermark[6,7,8] and extracting 
watermark after finding geometric transformed properties[9,10]. 

Making methods of geometric-invariant watermark are a method using log-log mapping and 
log-polar mapping. The log-polar mapping method was very interesting because it was invariant 
both rescaling and rotating attack. But it has problems of processing time and losing the data at 
transforming log-polar. 



Methods of finding properties of geometric transform are method of finding those after 
embedding specific watermark in static position[9] and using the autocorrelation of spread-
spectrum watermarked image[10]. The method of embedding specific watermark can easily find 
transformed properties, but it is weak for other attacks. The method using autocorrelation is 
robust to other attacks, but it has problem of computational time. 

From time to time, though we can use both for more robust watermark, each of weak points is 
not solved yet. 

The image watermarking embeds certain information into spatial or frequency domain of 
given image. The geometric transform and the lossy compression is major attacking methods to 
image watermarking. The geometric-invariant watermark methods use log-log mapping and log-
polar mapping. The log-polar mapping method is very interesting because it is invariant both 
rescaling and rotating attack. But it has problems of processing time and losing the data at 
transforming log-polar. 

Methods of finding properties of geometric transform try to find those after embedding 
specific watermark in static position[9] and using the autocorrelation of spread-spectrum 
watermarked image[10]. The method of embedding specific watermark can easily find 
transformed properties, but it is weak for other attacks. The method using autocorrelation is 
robust to other attacks, but it has problem of computational time. 

 
2.2 Fingerprinting 

As mentioned in Section 1, the fingerprinting is more critical than watermarking. Specially, 
the robustness to collusion attack is very an important element in the fingerprinting. One of the 
fingerprint methods is method of adding the another fingerprint at transacting[11] on other 
positions in the image. This is weak for cropping because the fingerprint is depends on the 
positions. Another method is using the specific frequency filter[12]. This is weakness of limited 
capacity of embedding the fingerprint. The other method is embedding the fingerprint on quality 
factor to have robust watermark to JPEG compression[4]. This is weak for JPEG re-
compressing. Previous researches not only could embed not enough information for proving 
illegal distributor but also did not suggest solution about collusion attacks. These had 
weaknesses like above and a few solutions needed original image for data extraction. 

The fingerprint must make least influence an embedding data of other because we must 
extract least one user information, at collusion attack. For example, we suppose to be A, B and 
C user and their information are embedded in an image. When we attack the images with 
collusion attack, if their information have influence on each other, we cannot extract any 
information of A, B or C. It does not satisfy ‘high credibility’ of essential requirement. 
Therefore, we have to develop watermarking algorithm and data structure that we can extract 
least one user information at extracting data. 

 
3. Watermark Embedding and Extracting for Semi-fingerprinting 

A mount of embedded data is 80bits consisting of 20bits CRC code and 60bits information. 
We used the spread spectrum method for robustness and random number shift[6,13] to increase 
payload. 

 
3.1 Method of Increasing Payload 

Joseph et. al. [6] used the distance between peaks of two random numbers to increase data 
payload. In this paper we introduce more efficient method of increasing payload by modifying 
their method. We divided an image into several the watermark blocks(WB) like figure 1. If 
cropping size is larger than that of WB, we can extract least one WB, where 80 bits of 
watermark information are embedded.  
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Fig. 1 Watermark Block and Bit Block 

The WB is divided several blocks, where each block is called as bit block(BB) and it express 
some bit data. We embed watermark using a position of cross-correlation peak, the index 
number of BB in WB. For example, suppose that the WB consists of )1024(3232 =×  BBs. 
With these BBs, we can embed 10 bits. Therefore, we can embed 10bits using one random 
number. If we use m random numbers and  BBs for each random number, 

then we can embeds  where . 
mNandNN ,...,, 21

ix
iN 2=mxxx +++ ...21

mxxx
mNNN +++=××× LL 21221  <Eq. 1> 

To embed 80bits in this example, we need 8 random numbers. A mount of embedding bits are 
determined by the number of random numbers. We used mutually orthogonal pseudo random 
numbers(PRN). In experiment, we used the size of WB and BB to be  and , 
respectively, thus 1 WB expresses 10 bits. 

128128× 44×

The size of BB is very important for robustness to resizing attack. After resizing, if 
watermarked image can recover the size of original image, the position of peak of cross-
correlation is changed and we might extract wrong data. The size of BB determines extraction 
error rates. But, if we increase the size of BB, then the amount of embedding data is decreased. 

For correct watermark extraction, we must synchronize the watermark with random number. 
If watermarked image is cropped, we cannot extract correct watermark because the absolute 
position of peak of cross-correlation is changed, so we embedded PRN for synchronizing. 
Finally, we embedded 9 PRNs of 8 for 80bits and 1 for synchronization. We can write the final 
watermark W as 
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=
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k
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,  <Eq. 2> 

where SW is synchronizing watermark, n is the number of PRN, and α  is scale factor for 
controlling robustness and image quality. 

The watermark extraction takes reverse process. First, it synchronizes the embedded 
watermark with SW and we extract watermark. Finally, we can confirm watermark using 
checking CRC code. 

 
3.2 Data Structure for Semi-fingerprinting 

In this section we explain data structure of embedding information for semi-fingerprinting. 
The data structure consists of Center and Fingerprint information as Figure 2. Figure 2 is similar 
to contents IDentification forum(cIDf)[2] that is the standard for managing contents transaction 
in Japan.  
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Fig. 2 Data Structure for Semi-fingerprinting 

In Figure 2 Center Information consists of Center ID and Center ID CRC. The Center ID 
contains version, area code and center number. The Center ID is composed of these components 
and Center ID CRC for improving trust. As mentioned earlier, the fingerprint is robust to 
collusion attacks. But we must assume that embedded center ID in one content is unique. For 
fingerprinting, we need the policy like this. 

The Fingerprint Information consists of Transaction Properties and CRC where, Transaction 
Properties are information for tracing users(i.e. who, when and where). But this information can 
overlap with other. In case of mosaic attack, we can extract correct watermark because mosaic 
attack is similar to cropping attack, but in case of average attack, we cannot correctly extract it, 
so it is semi-fingerprinting. Although we cannot extract correct watermark by average attack, we 
can infer illegal user from Center ID because Center ID, that is unique in only one contents, is 
robust for collusion attack. 

The proposed data structure is including 2 CRC codes. One is for trust of Center ID and other 
is for trust of total information(Center ID, Center ID CRC and Transaction Properties). If total 
information is incorrect and Center ID CRC is correct, we can infer illegal copier from trusted 
Center ID. 

 
4. System Architecture for Semi-fingerprinting 

In this section we show the service process for semi-fingerprinting based on data structure 
described in Section 3. 
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Fig. 3 Example of Distributing Contents 



In Figure 3, if user requests a content, then watermark is embedded before downloading. If 
the downloaded contents are illegally distributed by user, we can trace the illegally distributed 
contents in Figure 4. In Figure 4, CID is Center ID , Tinfo is Transaction Information, and CP is 
Contents Provider. 
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Fig. 4 Example of Tracing Illegal User 

Figure 4 show the scenario case of tracing illegal user. we can trace using CID and Tinfo. 
 

5. Experiment 
We conducted experiments on robustness to compression, geometric attack, and 

Stirmark(version 4.0) with 752 images. In case of Stirmark, RST(Rotation, Scaling and 
Translation) attacks were experimented in detail. 

 
5.1 Robustness to JPEG 

Figure 5 and Table 1 are experimental result of the JPEG compression attack. The JPEG is 
lossy compression and has Quality Factor(QF) to conrol the size of compressed image file. If 
the QF is closely 100%, the quality of compressed image is very good and size of file is big. If 
the QF is closely 0%, the quality is bad and size of file is small. 
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Fig. 5 Extraction Rates for Jpeg 



Table 1. Detail Results 

Quality 
Factor 

Strength 
Min. 

Strength 
Med. 

Strength 
Max. 

70% 100.0% 100.0% 99.1% 
60% 100.0% 99.2% 94.0% 
50% 99.9% 95.9% 84.8% 
40% 98.4% 87.7% 74.1% 
30% 92.0% 72.1% 59.2% 
20% 69.6% 63.4% 38.4% 
10% 31.6% 34.8% 0.8% 

PSNR 31dB 33dB 35dB 
In the experimental result, extraction rates are upper 50% until QF is 30%. The PSNR is from 

31dB to 35dB. 
 

5.2 Robustness to RST 
The RST attack is easily implemented using image processing software such photoshop, 

paintshop and very mortal attack to image watermark. But experimental results of RST attacks 
were good as shown in Table 2. 

In this paper we used method of extracting watermark after finding attack properties of 
rotating, resizing or cropping attacks. For finding attack properties we used autocorrelation. 

In Table 2 the first row shows survival rates in RST attacks and the second row does those in 
JPEG compression after RST attacks. We call it complex attack. 

Table 2. Experimental Results of RST Attacks 

 Resizing Rotation Cropping 
Bitmap 71.3% 100.0% 98.0% 

Jpeg 90% 52.2% 99.7% 96.5% 
 Resizing 50~200%, Rotation 1~360° 
 Cropping 96x96~160x160 pixel 

 
5.3 Robustness to Strimark 

The Stirmark(version 4.0) has noise addition, median filtering, convolution, selfsimilarities, 
remove line, rotation, Jpeg compression, rescaling and cropping attacks. 
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Fig. 6 Experimental Results of Strimark 4.0 



 
In Figure 6 the proposed algorithm is weak in noise addition, median filtering and lates 

distortion except to others.  
 
5.4 Robustness to Collusion Attacks 

The collusion attack gives a confusion in extracting watermark by averaging or mosaicking 
images thar come from a single image and are embedded with different watermarks. Figure 7 
shows an examples of collusion attack. 

Table 3 and 4 show experimental results. The extraction data in Table 3 is limitation of Center 
ID(16bits) and the extraction rate of Center ID is 100%. The extraction data in Table 4 is Center 
ID and Fingerprint Properties. 762 images used in experiments are compressed by JPEG 
algorithm with QF 90%. 
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Fig. 7 Example of Mosaic and Average Attack 

 

Table 3. Robustness to Average Attack 

Images 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ex. rate 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 4. Robustness to Mosaic Attack 

Size of mosaic 128 96 64 
Ex. Rate 100 100 100 

 
5.5 Comparison between 32bits and 64bits embedded images 

We experimented on 32bits and 64bits embedded images in PSNR 40dB for analyzing 
relation between robustness and payload. We considered high quality in this experiment and 
actually the average of PSNR was 40.23dB. 

The result is Fig 8,9,10. If the payload is increased, the robustness is weak. In the figure 10, 
we did not experiment below QF 90% because the extraction rates were below 50%. 
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Fig. 8 JPEG Compression 
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Fig. 9 Average Attack 
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Fig. 10 Mosaic Attack 

 
6. Conclusion and Future Works 

We proposed the watermarking algorithm for semi-fingerprinting. This algorithm is based on 
modified spread spectrum method. In experimental result, proposed algorithm proved the 



robustness to compression, RST and collusion attack. The proposed method is robust to not only 
compression, RST attack and Stirmark but also collusion attacks of average and mosaic attacks. 
We can apply this to fingerprinting based on system described in Section 4 and we expect that 
this algorithm contributes to protect illegal copying and usage. But, the proposed algorithm is 
need some policy for semi-fingerprinting. It is problem that we cannot extract Fingerprint 
Properties at average attack. We will research more perfect fingerprinting algorithm that is 
independent on special policy and survive against average attack. 
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